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Protection against bacteria: Fluorescence microscopy shows that far less bacteria 

settle on coated (left) than on uncoated implants. The titanium coated wavers were 

incubated for 7 days in a nutrition rich broth containing > 109 bacteria per ml. (Photos: 

Kai Hilpert, KIT) 

 

Infections of implants are much dreaded problems that may 

occur after medical interventions. About 2 – 6% of all patients 

are affected. Scientists of the KIT Institute of Functional Inter-

faces (IFG) have now succeeded in developing a biocompatible 

coating, that at controlled laboratory conditions and in an ani-

mal model, was able to prevent a biofilm formation for one 

week on the implant material titanium. It prevents the bacteria 

from settling on the implants and initiating serious infections 

due to the formation of biofilms. In animal experiments, the 

protective coating proved to be highly efficient and biocompa t-

ible at the same time. The results were published in the prestig-

ious journal “Biomaterials”. 
 

In cooperation with colleagues from the University of British Colum-

bia, IFG scientists first screened compounds for a potential protec-

tive effect against an infection on a surface. They studied antimicro-

bial peptides (AMPs), small proteins consisting of a short chain of 

aminoacids. These AMPs are of high interest for fighting infections, 

because they can kill both gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria 

as well as fungi, viruses or parasites and, hence, have a very wide 

Polymer Brushes with Miniproteins Protect Implants 
KIT Scientist Developed in Cooperation with Colleagues from the University of British Columbia a 

Biocompatible Coating for Implants, which could prevent biofilm formation of the bacterium 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa for one week under laboratory conditions.  
I 
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effect.  

In a next step, peptides with an antibiotic effect were fixed on im-

plant surfaces by polymers. The construct that resembles a bottle 

brush has several advantages: “Due to the polymer pattern and its 

particular shape, we could increase the concentration of peptides. 

Fixation prevents the antimicrobial peptides from diffusing,” explains 

the head of the project, Dr. Kai Hilpert.  
 

Methods exist to impregnate implants with antimicrobial substances 

to prevent local infection. So far, this method has been hardly suc-

cessful, if not counteractive. “The diffusion of antibiotics results in a 

concentration gradient that promotes development of resistance of 

the bacteria,” emphasizes Hilpert. In addition, there is the risk of so-

called adaptive resistance. “Due to the gradient, the bacteria can 

adapt very early to the effective substance and activate defense 

strategies. As a result, they survive a higher antibiotic concentra-

tion,” says Hilpert.  
 

The infections on implants are caused by biofilms. They form when 

bacteria attach to the implant. “The bacteria release certain sub-

stances that form a framework in which bacteria can grow three-

dimensionally and specialize within this system,” says Hilpert. Bio-

films are far more resistant to antibiotics. In order to kill bacteria in 

biofilms, the antibiotics concentrations have to be increased by a 

factor of up to thousand. ”Surprisingly, the AMPs in our construct 

prevent biofilm formation, at least for a week. Long-term experi-

ments are necessary to determine the application on real implants. ” 

explains Hilpert. When the coated implant pieces were placed in a 

nutrient solution for one week with a very high concentration of bac-

teria, the scientists detected hardly any bacterial growth contrary to 

uncoated implants. Efficiency was also confirmed by an animal ex-

periment. Experiments using cell cultures and rats demonstrated 

that the protective coating is biocompatible, i.e. harmless to body 

cells. So far, coatings of titanium surfaces have been studied, as this 

material is used for very many implants. “The same principle may 

also be applied to other surfaces, for example to plastic catheters,” 

says Hilpert.  
 

“The results obtained by Dr. Hilpert and his colleagues open up a 

new and rather attractive option for coating implants. At the moment, 

the underlying effect mechanisms are being investigated extensively 

by IFG and technical basics are developed for rapid implementa-

tion.” IFG director Professor Dr. Christof Wöll describes future work. 

Docking forbidden: The antimicrobial 
coating (bottom) prevents biofilms for-

mation on the implant. (Drawing: Re-

becca Klady) 
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Link to the study (March 06, 2011):  

Biomaterials 
Volume 32, Issue 16, June 2011, Pages 3899-3909 

 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is a public corporation 
and state institution of Baden-Württemberg, Germany. It fulfills 

the mission of a university and the mission of a national re-
search center of the Helmholtz Association. KIT focuses on a 
knowledge triangle that links the tasks of research, teaching, 

and innovation.  
 
This press release is available on the internet at www.kit.edu. 

 
The photos of printing quality may be downloaded under www.kit.edu 
or requested by mail to pressestelle@kit.edu or phone +49 721 608-

4 7414. 
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